Osteoporosis is an ailment that most causes holes in your bones. Away to by the lack of calcium, which in tum include flax seed, olive, soy, wheat prevention of cancer were given to Society, the risk of cancer can be higher chance of getting cancer.

Lee said that heart-disease is most- causes holes in your bones. Away to by the lack of calcium, which in tum include flax seed, olive, soy, wheat prevention of cancer were given to Society, the risk of cancer can be higher chance of getting cancer.

According to the American Cancer Society, the risk of cancer can be reduced by having a proper diet. A booklet of the 10 dietary nutrients for prevention of cancer were given to audience members. These nutrients include the seed, olive, soy, wheat germ and tomato.

Other issues discussed were heart disease and cancer prevention.

Lee said that heart-disease is mostly a result of eating too much fat. Osteoporosis is an ailment that mostly affects women over 30. It is caused by the lack of calcium, which in turn causes holes in your bones. A way to prevent it is to exercise and take

See BARUCH, Page 3

Faculty Address Handling of Student Evaluation Results

By Alsea Chung
Contributor Writer

Complaints of decreasing office space and delayed student evaluation results dominated the issues raised at a Faculty Senate meeting held last Thursday.

Certain faculty members complained about the time it takes for student evaluations to be processed. With faculty adjunct appointments only a month away, a delay in the release of the fall evaluations will hinder department heads from deciding how to allocate their faculty staff.

"They will be finished processing by the end of May," said newly appointed Acting Professor Myrna Chase in response to the complaint.

Chase also added that they will be electronically available to the professors.

Some members suggest that an outside firm should handle the simple computerized task in the future. They argue that this will increase the productivity of student evaluations.

Along with this complaint was the debate on whether or not evaluations should include a student comment section that was introduced last fall.

There are those that support the idea because it will help improve a professor's teaching skills. However some faculty believe that departmental heads should not be able to utilize the comment section in appointing faculty.

The members have agreed that it is a governance issue that will take some time to resolve. One suggestion was to resort to the old evaluation.

See FACULTY, Page 5

Hundred's Gather in Park to Vent Anger Against NYPD

By Macsaille Jean-Francois
Copy Editor

Hundreds of high school and college students crowded into the south-east section of Union Square Park last Wednesday to rally against police brutality. In response to a call to action by the Student Liberation Action Movement at Hunter College, the students, joined by parents, teachers and others concerned, came to voice their feelings about the killing of Black, Latino and other youths of color in New York City.

"It's my people that are being killed," said April Banks, a Baruch College senior. "I should be here, I could be next."

Undergraduate Student Government Vice President Braulio Medina concurred. "This calls to me from the essence," said Medina. "Some people have not realized what's truly important," continued Medina in speculation of some students' reasons for not attending.

See POLICE, Page 5

Noted Sex Author Sheds Light On Modern Jewish Sex Habits

By Jessica Rubenstein
Senior Staff Writer

Dating and sex is important in our daily lives. Sex is essential for procreation. Rabbi Shmuley Boteach is an acclaimed and well-known author. He has eleven books out on the market. His bestsellers include Kosher Sex, Dating Secrets of the Ten Commandments and Jewish Guide to Adultery.

Boteach was nice enough to come to Baruch college and shed some light on this topic. According to Boteach, all dating intentions fall into three categories: sex and sexual pleasure, fun and enjoyment and marriage and a family.

"He took something that is very subjective and tried to explain it objectively," said Dimetry, a student who attended. "I agreed with most of the things."

Many people today date as a game and some people take it more seriously. "It's almost like Cruel Intentions for some and for others its very serious," said Dimetry.

Some probably would not think that dating could be so complicated but after analyzing several relationships with Baruch students, the dysfunctional nature of relationships was made

See KOSHER, Page 5

SkyLight Lounge Provides Venue for Lecture on Race, History And Engenderment of Harlem Renaissance

By Hasami Gittens
Op-Ed Editor

The Harlem Renaissance, the period of high society and intellectualism in Uptown Manhattan from post World War I to the Great Depression, or, arguably, even up to World War II, was a defining moment in Black American life and has most always been thought about in terms of race rather than gender. The noon, however, in one of its own defining terms, "the New Negro," — coined, or at least popularized, by Alain Locke — comes from the Spanish for "black" in the masculine sense. Professor Cheryl A. Wall, Chairwoman of the Department of English at Rutgers University, and author of Women of the Harlem Renaissance, graced the SkyLight Lounge of Baruch's 23rd Street Building to speak on the feminine aspect of the era.

The room, a small side-wing on the third floor of one of Baruch's oldest buildings, at 17 Lexington Avenue was about more than half full, to the optimizer. The gathered crowd was mostly of students from Professor Tsoy's "The Harlem Renaissance" class, for whom mainly the lecture was given. There were also a handful of other students and teachers, mostly from the English department.

The topic of the lecture was Engendering the Harlem Renaissance.

She began with a treatment of

See RUTGERS, Page 3
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Finance & Economics Society Social Luncheon

Thursday, April 13th 12:30-2:00 room 640 26th St. Building
As always, Refreshments will be served!

Baruch Bids Farewell to Women's History Month

continued from front

students, faculty and-administrators. A total of 85 people received recognition, all of whom except for one male were women. The special awards recipients who were honored included:

"You're so smart. You're about to finish college. And a terrific sound system? We'll throw in a great place to listen to it. And some upward mobility. TOYOTA'S COLLEGE GRADUATE FINANCE PLAN puts you behind the wheel of a quality New Toyota or Certified Used Toyota. And what does that give you? Mobility. (Upward as well as outward.) Great place to listen to tunes. (Terrific sound systems available.) Probably roomier than the apartment you can afford. Place to store candy wrappers. How it works. • No co-signer needed. • If you Qualify, just sign and drive. • Buy any new Toyota or certified Used Toyota with no money down at Toyota's interest rate. • Lease any new Toyota and we'd waive the security deposit. • Free 24-hour roadside assistance for one full year.
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT CENTER

ATTENTION June, & August, 2000 and January, June, & August, 2001 GRADUATES

Important Fall 2000 On-Campus Recruiting Information!

THESE MANDATORY WORKSHOPS ARE A PREREQUISITE FOR PARTICIPATION IN ON-CAMPUS RECRUITING (ATTEND ONLY ONE)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Friday May 5, 2000</td>
<td>2:00-4:00 PM</td>
<td>151 E. 25th St. Room 763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday May 8, 2000</td>
<td>3:00-5:00 PM</td>
<td>151 E. 25th St. Room 763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday May 9, 2000</td>
<td>10:00-12:00 PM</td>
<td>151 E. 25th St. Room 763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Graduate Workshop-Other Students Welcome)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday May 9, 2000</td>
<td>1:00-3:00 PM</td>
<td>151 E. 25th St. Room 763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday May 9, 2000</td>
<td>6:00-8:00 PM</td>
<td>151 E. 25th St. Room 763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday May 15, 2000</td>
<td>10:00-12:00 PM</td>
<td>151 E. 25th St. Room 750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday May 15, 2000</td>
<td>1:00-3:00 PM</td>
<td>151 E. 25th St. Room 750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday May 18, 2000</td>
<td>11:00-1:00 PM</td>
<td>151 E. 25th St. Room 763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Graduate Workshop-Other Students Welcome)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday May 18, 2000</td>
<td>3:00-5:00 PM</td>
<td>151 E. 25th St. Room 763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday May 18, 2000</td>
<td>6:00-8:00 PM</td>
<td>151 E. 25th St. Room 763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday August 21, 2000</td>
<td>2:00-4:00 PM</td>
<td>151 E. 25th St. Room 750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Graduate Workshop-Other Students Welcome)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday August 21, 2000</td>
<td>5:00-7:00 PM</td>
<td>151 E. 25th St. Room 750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday August 25, 2000</td>
<td>11:00-1:00 PM</td>
<td>151 E. 25th St. Room 750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday August 25, 2000</td>
<td>3:00-5:00 PM</td>
<td>151 E. 25th St. Room 750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday September 1, 2000</td>
<td>10:00-12:00 PM</td>
<td>151 E. 25th St. Room 750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday September 1, 2000</td>
<td>2:00-4:00 PM</td>
<td>151 E. 25th St. Room 750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday September 12, 2000</td>
<td>6:00-8:00 PM</td>
<td>151 E. 25th St. Room 750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday September 26, 2000</td>
<td>12:30-2:30 PM</td>
<td>151 E. 25th St. Room 750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday October 16, 2000</td>
<td>2:00-4:00 PM</td>
<td>151 E. 25th St. Room 750</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Check at the Career Development Center to make sure the time, date, and location are the same!

Faculty Senate Convenes, Discusses Space, Teacher Evaluation Concerns

Continued from front

With two issues for both the 360 PAS and 186

street building on next semester, all hope is on the

Academic Complex under construction at

25th Street that is scheduled to open in the

summer of 2001.

Aside from complaints, these were also some positive

comments discovered.

According to James Murphy, the Administrators and

Faculty Senate, teachers have been more patient

during evaluations. "Faculty have been more co-operative.

As a result, the Senate is hoping that there will be a

lighter workload for the teachers.

Continued from front

Police Brutality, Anti-Giuliani

Agendas Lend Focal Point to

Union Square Demonstrations

"Take the bottom 5 percent

and shoot them," said a member

lightheartedly.

Although the positive reports were noted, some members expressed a need to tighten

the administration's reaction to close off the building completely.

Kosher Sex Author Visits Baruch

Continued from front

evident. The crowd agreed with Baruch and encour­
aged them to speak further on Kosher Sex. To know
more about Baruch, send a copy of Kosher Sex to the

Baruch website at LoveProphet.com.

Getting the Dissertation Done

ONGOING SUPPORT GROUP FOR WOMEN

We will help each other focus on our topics, develop

a work plan, do research, construct a theoretical

perspective, write, deal with the politics of academia,

and give up perfection.

MEETS EVERY OTHER THURSDAY

Manhattan location

For information call Allison McCluer, (718) 797-0402

ALLISON McCluer, PhD, (Developmental Psychology),

teaches part time at LaGuardia Community College

Fordham University. She leads conflict resolution workshops.

This facilitated group meets every other week. To try

out the group, sign up for one meeting, paying $20 ($15 unknown). You can continue by committing to three more sessions, paying $60 ($45 members). Then, return in three-season cycles.

For a brochure of current programs, write to: Allison McCluer, LaGuardia Community College, 321 New York, NY 10012

* The Crystal Quills Inc., is a nonprofit

educational organization that brings together diverse women – including all sexual orientations – to participate in workshops, support groups, courses and cultural events.

New participants can join whenever there are

openings.
Politics and Stuff:

A Little Boy and His Father — Keeping up with the Gonzalezes

Mark Herr

Calvin

Mark Herr, son of Calvin, is a resident student who has completed his first year at Baruch.

Calvin is a design major, and has completed courses in Accounting, Economics, and International Business. Calvin is currently working on his second-year classes, and plans to graduate in the spring of 2004.

Calvin is a hardworking student who has maintained a strong GPA throughout his college career. He is an active member of the Baruch community, and is involved in a number of extracurricular activities.

Calvin is a devoted father, and has been actively involved in raising his son, Mark. He is a loving and supportive parent, and is committed to providing his son with a strong foundation for success.

Calvin is a dedicated and hardworking student, and is an asset to the Baruch community. He is a role model for young people everywhere, and is a true inspiration.
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Random Spewage

By Claudia Winkler
Corresponding Editor

So they call Baruch the "crown jewel of CUNY". That has to be some exaggeration. I am very definitely not a part of the library and CUNY is that slogan. I have never heard of it. In fact, I think the computers are about the only thing that I have ever heard of in all of CUNY. I do not even call it CUNY. I call it the Library. "Library-Ref-Desk for Help." I want one and they said that without a call number, I cannot even get a call number at the library. (God, talked a lot from a library. I know that the inkjets were dysfunctional, but I have no idea what the computer screens are about except how to get them to work.)

And what about the computer lab, with only four printers! I know that the inkjets were dysfunctional, but the lab has had them here for five years and even the Robert is not a luxury anymore, and it is a shame that they cannot even get a call number at the library. Only under extraordinary circumstances will the professor be in. If not even to give the professor is terminated.

The reason I am writing is because I need the students help. I know that there is some good teachers and some bad teachers. My goal is to not have these bad teachers reappointed at Baruch to give credit to the good teachers. The Professor B and to have their decisions on salary, research, student evaluations, and service to the college in mind. I need the students comments. If there is anything we need, you or you can understand any and every. You are the ones speaking English, and you are the ones who don't care. You want to be taken back to the black, but please don't be taken back. They have been there and they have been treated differently. They say the youth as young as six years old. I didn't work for the money made at that job could pay for the vital. Together flag and complaining of the condition of my feet. I hear, "Excuse me, please move away from the turnstile," because the apparent one step p-lacement was not far enough away from the wall. I did oblige because now I faced the wall. "Get out of my sight," because the apparent one step p-lacement was not far enough away from the turnstile. There were hundreds of people who were rallying against police brutality and misconduct at Brooklyn Bridge/City Hall train station awaiting the turnstile, this was about to be their next victim, I had left the hundreds of people who were rallying against police brutality and misconduct at Brooklyn Bridge/City Hall train station awaiting the turnstile, this was about to be their next victim.

Rally Reflections

By Nicole Lowery
Senior Staff Writer

At approximately 8:30 PM on Wednesday, April 5, 2000, I received my first lesson in the Brooklyn Bridge/City Hall train station, standing, I was unaware that my rights didn't include a home to the state of police officers surrounding me. I was about to be shot in the eyes with a non-lethal weapon and I was shot in the back of the head. To the state of police officers surrounding me, I was about to be shot in the eyes with a non-lethal weapon and I was about to be shot in the back of the head.

Standing Black, and offended at my refusal to oblige him, he was about to be shot in the eyes with a non-lethal weapon and I was about to be shot in the back of the head. To the state of police officers surrounding me, I was about to be shot in the eyes with a non-lethal weapon and I was about to be shot in the back of the head.

Emphasis: Housing, Family, Consumer, and Real Estate Law

Attorney from CUNY LAW SCHOOL

Emphasis: Immigration

CHERYL KING, Attorney-At-Law

Provided by The Undergraduate Student Government (USG)

FREE LEGAL SERVICES

(Immigration, Housing, Family, Consumer, and Real Estate Law)

For appointment, please visit The Student Life Office, Room 1512, PAS
or call 802-6770

HILLEL, KOACH, JSA, HCC, BARS
@ BARUCH COLLEGE

INVITES EVERYONE TO JOIN US FOR A PRE-PESACH SEDER

THURSDAY, APRIL 13, 2000
ROOM 1541 (360 PAS)
CLUB HOURS 12:30 - 2:30PM

The Weissman Center for International Business

present

MITSUI & COMPANY (U.S.A.)
LUNCH/TIME FORUM

GLOBALIZATION OF FINANCIAL MARKETS

R. PATRICK THOMPSON
President
New York Mercantile Exchange

PROF. TERRY MARTELL
Baruch College, Commentator
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Deferring taxes with TIAA-CREF can be so rewarding, you’ll wonder why you didn’t do it sooner.

One of the fastest ways to build a retirement nest egg is through tax-deferred Supplemental Retirement Annuities (SRAs) from TIAA-CREF. With tax-deferred SRAs, you can easily build income to supplement your pension and Social Security.

And your contributions to SRAs grow undisturbed by taxes until you withdraw the funds. As long as you contribute to TIAA-CREF’s SRAs, you need not wait until retirement to take advantage of the income benefits. You can easily build income to supplement your pension and Social Security.

There’s no sales pressure, no minimum contribution, no salesperson fees. And any performance fees that may apply are automatically deducted from your account.

For more information on how to start a TIAA-CREF SRA, call 212-903-7125 or 1-877-TIAA-7125 (TDD). Or visit www.tiaa.org.
Dancing, Laughing, Living with God
2000 Young Adult Conference
Saturday, April 29, 2000
9:00 A.M.–6:00 P.M.
Cathedral High School
New York, New York

Keynote Speaker: Joan Almedilla

Joan Almedilla is a young adult and a dedicated Catholic. Joan was born and raised in Cebu City, Philippines. She is a professional singer and actress who has played Kim in the Broadway production of Miss Saigon. Currently, Joan is performing the role of Fantine in the National Tour of Les Miserables. Her other credits include several solo albums and student films. In addition, Joan has performed in various benefits for AIDS and breast cancer victims. As a committed woman of faith, Joan has creatively embraced God as an integral part of her personal and professional life.

Life is always changing, especially for young adults. Our lives are in constant motion, facing many daily joys and challenges with family, friends, relationships, careers, and faith. As we journey on life’s winding road, we find some of our steps as slow and steady as a waltz, while other steps are as quick and varying as a swing dance. When we embrace Christ as our Partner in this dance of life, we find His joy and peace, which strengthens and nourishes us. Come join us on Saturday, April 29, 2000, as we celebrate our young adult experience and our faith in the Lord of the Dance.

WHAT IS THE 2000 YOUNG ADULT CONFERENCE?
Dancing, Laughing, Living with God is a one-day opportunity for young adults to connect with the essential elements of Christian life through discussion, social interaction, and prayer.

DATE AND TIME
Saturday, April 29, 2000
Conference: 9:00 A.M.–6:30 P.M.
Dinner / Dance: 7:00 P.M.–11:00 P.M.

REGISTRATION AND COST
Conference Fee is $20.00 postmarked by April 25, 2000.
Includes: Continental Breakfast, Keynote, Two Workshops, Luncheon, and Exhibits.
Dinner / Dance Fee is $25.00.

For further information, contact the NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER at BARUCH COLLEGE, room 1511 P.A.S., to pick up a conference brochure, or call the Catholic Archdiocese of N.Y., at 212 371-1000, extension 2066, Office of Young Adult Ministry, to request that a brochure be sent directly to you.

CALL 902-6800 OR DROP BY OUR OFFICE AT RA. 1522 IN THE 360 PAS BUILDING.

Psst... hey you! We need you.
WRITE FOR THE TICKER!

SO YOU WANT TO BE A DJ....

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO BECOME A DJ ON BARUCH’S ONLY INTERNET RADIO STATION COME TO ROOM 1455 IN 360 PARK AVE SOUTH.
"The Ticker"

April 10, 2000

The Baruch Pulse

By Kenyatta Pious

Volleyball Season Ends

By Kenyatta Pious

Art Editor

Pitcher of the Week

Peter Park

CUNY All-Star

Kirtik Vakharnain

Honorable Mention

Ozogan Barabaro


The Baruch baseball team has continued to do just fine in this odd year. As of this time, the team is 10-5 and searching for the next win. The team is currently ranked as the number one in CCNY. Last week, the baseball team went three games and lost one. This time the romantic UMass Lowell is a double header 1-0 and 5-2. The team members are still on the rise and proud to make such an utterance. The team is led by Ryan Ireland who is one of the best in the conference. The team is 9-0 and Webb 8-1. The tennis team has got off to a much better start than last year and is causing some excitement. By Jon Minners

CUNY PRESS RELEASE

CUNY All-Star for Volleyball

Kirtik Vakharnain

In related news, FROSHT Kiirtl Vakharnain was named as a CUNY All-Star for Volleyball. Vakharnain plays the OH position.

Honorable Mention

Ozogan Barabaro

Lastly, Ozogan Barabaro received honorable mention for his play this past week. Barabaro plays for the men's tennis team and is currently 2-0 in the matches this season.

Email Kenyatta Pious to write for Ticker Sports!

ticker_sports@scsu.baruch.cuny.edu
By Jon Minners

This is another reason why the WWF is able to re-mix and re-present these WWF songs. Run-DMC has been a trademark of the rap music genre for years, and they remain successful as a group? hard core. Still, it had been two years since their last album. Sure, they had success in a singles' career, but could they keep up with them? The beats intertwine per­fectly with the wrestlers' personas.

Another gothic-type wrestler, Kane’s theme. The Undertaker’s theme is one of the most well-known and powerful. It is a word and a picture of the wrestler, with the words, "The Undertaker.”

The rap is old school and if you loved Run-DMC way back when, and who doesn’t, you’ll love this song. The Undertaker’s theme is one of the most well-known and powerful. It is a word and a picture of the wrestler, with the words, "The Undertaker.”

A resurrection that will take them right back to the top. BTNH have had their share of success over the years. They said 20 million CDs sold, and that’s not even an answer. BTNH keeps the same talent that brought them to the big dance. But that isn’t all that makes for a good song. Social ills of Earth are explored and examined and the plea is simple. Things are getting out of control and it is time for change. It is an inspiring song that is also a step back. BTNH glorifies the use of ecstasy. But with their fourth album, The Resurrection, a resurrection that will take them right back to the top. BTNH have had their share of success over the years. They said 20 million CDs sold, and that’s not even an answer. BTNH keeps the same talent that brought them to the big dance. But that isn’t all that makes for a good song. Social ills of Earth are explored and examined and the plea is simple. Things are getting out of control and it is time for change. It is an inspiring song that is also a step back. BTNH glorifies the use of ecstasy. But with their fourth album, The Resurrection, a resurrection that will take them right back to the top.

The song, which features the Undertaker’s...}.
Badseed's Bottomline

By Karl D. Korner:

Badseed's Bottomline

Galerians

Street Sk8er Sucks

By Badseed:

In the past, I have been very down on games with better graphics, but this game, I had to think. why didn't I beat the crap out of them with an assortment of great wrestling moves. The game would feel naked without it. The psychic powers that he uses against the Galerians created by Darrin and Laura are powerful computer that can think and replicate her memory. If the story doesn't have you salivating already, you should be able to see the awake psychic showdowns or excite objects' molecules causing it to burst into flames. I say sweaty mess? They were just pumping adrenaline drenched song sent the sellout crowd into a frenzy. A lot of people that say if you are going on and a slightly different style to the game play, taking the whole gang of "naked" Galerians on, you win by being the last one standing.

This game is very similar to Resident Evil 3, in many ways, and I'd say in all of the tactical aspects as well. What did you get to purchase a good quality game? I give this title a 2 out of 5. If you are just looking to get some exercise and bigertoufiels, I can't recommend this game to you.

Badseed's Bottomline: 2 out of 5. The soundtrack is eerily haunting. You would need this CD for horror and sci-fi films. Don't be scared by the cold video message at the beginning of the game. You won't have any fear. This is just a piece of the puzzle. Since, the Genesis. Now that is a great skateboarding game. All other skateboarding games have been worsted.

Rock the Rink Rocks the Playstaton

By Badseed:

I love going to a hockey game and being surrounded by a crowd, all buzzing with anticipation of the round-a-robin. It is always wonderful how people react to a game they are really enjoying. People tend to get rowdy when it is close. People started doing something that I had never seen before. That would be cool.

Now, the game is a bit better but we do have a video game. ELECTRONIC ARTS. This is a game that I have been waiting for. It goes, "Badseed: Rock the Rink, which goes from the Nintendo to the PlayStation console. Think NFL. Nothing but the best. It reminds me of the league with its own little spin on it. It is more realistic and real and how cool it was if you had a thousand players maddening doing something similar. Those are the good old days. Now that would be cool.

Rock the Rink Rocks the Playstaton.
John Cusack's High Fidelity:  
By Jon Minners

High Fidelity was a hit as far as I am concerned. It has all really moved in a very different direction. Now, the movie came first as a book. So, how does that book stack up to the film? It is a question I have been asked, once it is well known that the book is the source of High Fidelity. It is a humorous account of a three-day love romance, IS

1) Aaliyah kicks ass. She has the unique rap voice of R&B girls.

2) It's always a kick to see Jack Black's style and voice blends in perfectly with the phat beats of this soundtrack.

3) The music is great. It's classic soul, and barbershop quartets.

4) The soundtrack sets the tone for the rest of the CD, and unlike most other soundtracks, there really is no need to try again.

5) It's a great soundtrack. It's not just about the music, it's also about the feel of the movie.

This movie is twisted in the face of it to us, but we put it in perspective. Cusack makes that show him growing up right before our eyes, from a man who is absolutely obsessed with his three-week fling with a woman. It's a funny and entertaining movie.

By Jon Minners

The top 5 songs on this CD are:

1. Let's Get it On by Stevie Wonder
2. Are You Feelin' Me? Also with Aaliyah
3. Try Again by Cusack's character, Madeleine
4. Something About Mary
5. The Soundtrack May Be Good, But Romney MUST Die

By Jon Minners

Are you feeling it? Well, also with Aaliyah kicks ass, especially in the song "Are You Feelin' Me?". Aaliyah's voice is perfect with the phat beats of this soundtrack. It's a great soundtrack. It's not just about the music, it's also about the feel of the movie.

By Jon Minners

The Soundtrack May Be Good, But Romney MUST Die

By Dan A. Alhvans

The 15th annual, non-profit charity event "High Fidelity" is to be held on April 10, 2000. High Fidelity is a live poetry reading of some of the Top 5 Worst Breakups. The event is to benefit the "Highly" organization, which helps those who are facing breakups.

The movie has all the elements of a great movie. Too bad Aaliyah isn't in it, but it's a testament to the fact that High Fidelity is a great soundtrack. It's a great soundtrack. It's not just about the music, it's also about the feel of the movie.

By Jon Minners

The Soundtrack May Be Good, But Romney MUST Die

By Dan A. Alhvans

The 15th annual, non-profit charity event "High Fidelity" is to be held on April 10, 2000. High Fidelity is a live poetry reading of some of the Top 5 Worst Breakups. The event is to benefit the "Highly" organization, which helps those who are facing breakups.

The movie has all the elements of a great movie. Too bad Aaliyah isn't in it, but it's a testament to the fact that High Fidelity is a great soundtrack. It's a great soundtrack. It's not just about the music, it's also about the feel of the movie.

By Jon Minners

The Soundtrack May Be Good, But Romney MUST Die

By Dan A. Alhvans

The 15th annual, non-profit charity event "High Fidelity" is to be held on April 10, 2000. High Fidelity is a live poetry reading of some of the Top 5 Worst Breakups. The event is to benefit the "Highly" organization, which helps those who are facing breakups.  

The movie has all the elements of a great movie. Too bad Aaliyah isn't in it, but it's a testament to the fact that High Fidelity is a great soundtrack. It's a great soundtrack. It's not just about the music, it's also about the feel of the movie.
Warning of the Month:
Do Not Buy RIOT!

A Waste of Ink

Normally, these pages are filled with fresh and growing recommendations. The last time I posted a review was several months ago, and that was Prince... the movie. This review may even change now that the Prince... the movie, version. Still, normally, I find something good enough to be worth writing about, even if it’s... not so much. The story is a simple one.

Why? Well, I’ll tell you.

Suffering.

Suffering and wasting ink.

While the work is not much for the story, the ink is down right repulsive. The main thread is an effort to redeem the Prince... the movie. The ink is bad. It’s bad. It’s bad!

Did I mention that the ink is bad?

The first thing that I noticed about the ink is how bad it is. It’s like someone tried to ink a movie with some kind of ink that was just too... bad. The colors are all... wrong. The ink is just... terrible. It’s like someone took a regular ink and made it bad. The ink is just... terrible.

The second thing that I noticed about the ink is how bad it is. It’s like someone tried to ink a movie with some kind of ink that was just too... bad. The colors are all... wrong. The ink is just... terrible. It’s like someone took a regular ink and made it bad. The ink is just... terrible.

The third thing that I noticed about the ink is how bad it is. It’s like someone tried to ink a movie with some kind of ink that was just too... bad. The colors are all... wrong. The ink is just... terrible. It’s like someone took a regular ink and made it bad. The ink is just... terrible.

The fourth thing that I noticed about the ink is how bad it is. It’s like someone tried to ink a movie with some kind of ink that was just too... bad. The colors are all... wrong. The ink is just... terrible. It’s like someone took a regular ink and made it bad. The ink is just... terrible.

The fifth thing that I noticed about the ink is how bad it is. It’s like someone tried to ink a movie with some kind of ink that was just too... bad. The colors are all... wrong. The ink is just... terrible. It’s like someone took a regular ink and made it bad. The ink is just... terrible.

The sixth thing that I noticed about the ink is how bad it is. It’s like someone tried to ink a movie with some kind of ink that was just too... bad. The colors are all... wrong. The ink is just... terrible. It’s like someone took a regular ink and made it bad. The ink is just... terrible.

The seventh thing that I noticed about the ink is how bad it is. It’s like someone tried to ink a movie with some kind of ink that was just too... bad. The colors are all... wrong. The ink is just... terrible. It’s like someone took a regular ink and made it bad. The ink is just... terrible.

The eighth thing that I noticed about the ink is how bad it is. It’s like someone tried to ink a movie with some kind of ink that was just too... bad. The colors are all... wrong. The ink is just... terrible. It’s like someone took a regular ink and made it bad. The ink is just... terrible.

The ninth thing that I noticed about the ink is how bad it is. It’s like someone tried to ink a movie with some kind of ink that was just too... bad. The colors are all... wrong. The ink is just... terrible. It’s like someone took a regular ink and made it bad. The ink is just... terrible.

The tenth thing that I noticed about the ink is how bad it is. It’s like someone tried to ink a movie with some kind of ink that was just too... bad. The colors are all... wrong. The ink is just... terrible. It’s like someone took a regular ink and made it bad. The ink is just... terrible.

The eleventh thing that I noticed about the ink is how bad it is. It’s like someone tried to ink a movie with some kind of ink that was just too... bad. The colors are all... wrong. The ink is just... terrible. It’s like someone took a regular ink and made it bad. The ink is just... terrible.

The twelfth thing that I noticed about the ink is how bad it is. It’s like someone tried to ink a movie with some kind of ink that was just too... bad. The colors are all... wrong. The ink is just... terrible. It’s like someone took a regular ink and made it bad. The ink is just... terrible.

The thirteenth thing that I noticed about the ink is how bad it is. It’s like someone tried to ink a movie with some kind of ink that was just too... bad. The colors are all... wrong. The ink is just... terrible. It’s like someone took a regular ink and made it bad. The ink is just... terrible.

The fourteenth thing that I noticed about the ink is how bad it is. It’s like someone tried to ink a movie with some kind of ink that was just too... bad. The colors are all... wrong. The ink is just... terrible. It’s like someone took a regular ink and made it bad. The ink is just... terrible.

The fifteenth thing that I noticed about the ink is how bad it is. It’s like someone tried to ink a movie with some kind of ink that was just too... bad. The colors are all... wrong. The ink is just... terrible. It’s like someone took a regular ink and made it bad. The ink is just... terrible.

The sixteenth thing that I noticed about the ink is how bad it is. It’s like someone tried to ink a movie with some kind of ink that was just too... bad. The colors are all... wrong. The ink is just... terrible. It’s like someone took a regular ink and made it bad. The ink is just... terrible.

The seventeenth thing that I noticed about the ink is how bad it is. It’s like someone tried to ink a movie with some kind of ink that was just too... bad. The colors are all... wrong. The ink is just... terrible. It’s like someone took a regular ink and made it bad. The ink is just... terrible.

The eighteenth thing that I noticed about the ink is how bad it is. It’s like someone tried to ink a movie with some kind of ink that was just too... bad. The colors are all... wrong. The ink is just... terrible. It’s like someone took a regular ink and made it bad. The ink is just... terrible.

The nineteenth thing that I noticed about the ink is how bad it is. It’s like someone tried to ink a movie with some kind of ink that was just too... bad. The colors are all... wrong. The ink is just... terrible. It’s like someone took a regular ink and made it bad. The ink is just... terrible.

The twentieth thing that I noticed about the ink is how bad it is. It’s like someone tried to ink a movie with some kind of ink that was just too... bad. The colors are all... wrong. The ink is just... terrible. It’s like someone took a regular ink and made it bad. The ink is just... terrible.

On a side note, I actually enjoyed the ink. It was just... terrible. It’s like someone took a regular ink and made it bad. The ink is just... terrible.
An end to an era. Either you go out with a bang or you go out with a whim.

The Smashing Pumpkins went out with a bang. In what many have suggested is the Smashing Pumpkins last CD with Billy Corgan, Machinac/Machinac/Machinac/God is a pretty damn depressing CD.

Now, while I said they went out with a bang, I didn't mean it as a bad thing. I liked this CD, because even though I was depressed, the last. I guess Corgan is really thinking about leaving and it is very melancholy about it. I like depressing music and no matter what Corgan sings, his voice seems depressed. That's pretty damn sad to me. No to have a CD that can turn the lights off and listen to it pitch black as I ask about my current problem for the week.

The first two tracks are the best two tracks on the CD. The Everlasting Game is the song I have been hearing on the radio and I have to say that it is pretty damn good. Starting with the words, "You know I'm not dead," this CD has you just exactly what you expect. The rest of the album is the same as usual, new songs that sound like the ones he wants to be. His new songs are just a lot of the same. Corgan is willing to put out another album, waiting for what? This song is upbeat, alternating playing and one tune even kicks an ass.

Enchanted in the rapture of his son's sexual love but underneath the wheel for the stars of every' the public and the illusion of omnipotence Corgan this song just screams hatred and contempt. Wow!

This song is about being a man and trying to escape the bad times, but it's not that easy. He is forever waiting and you have to ask yourself: waiting for what? This song is the radio and it's sure damn good. Starting off with the upbeat, adrenaline pumping and consistent drops, "happens to be one of the best lines I've ever heard in a song. It's very prophetic. You know it is like we are all trying to escape the bad times, but it's like trying to walk in between minds and that is virtually impossible. It's true.

Smashing Pumpkins kick me. I like trying to interpret their songs. Corgan is a poet and a genius. His songs are outstanding and while some critics have been down on this, I know that greatness when I hear it. I hope this is our last CD together, because I am glad they went out the way they did. Now, go away. I have to go to the dentist and listen to some more.
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